Partial discharge (PD) monitoring has been the subject of significant research in recent years, which has given rise to a range of well-established PD detection and measurement techniques, such as acoustic and RF, on which condition monitoring systems for highvoltage equipment have been based. This paper presents a novel approach to partial discharge monitoring by using a low-cost, low-power RF detector. The detector employs a frequency-based technique that can distinguish between multiple partial discharge events and other impulsive noise sources within a substation, tracking defect severity over time and providing information pertaining to plant health. The detector is designed to operate as part of a wireless condition monitoring network, removing the need for additional wiring to be installed into substations whilst still gaining the benefits of the RF technique. This novel approach to PD detection not only provides a low-cost solution to on-line partial discharge monitoring, but also presents a means to deploy wide-scale RF monitoring without the associated costs of wide-band monitoring systems.
INTRODUCTION
PARTIAL discharge monitoring can play an important role in the ongoing maintenance of high-voltage plant. Due to the increased regulatory and operational demands faced by operators and the large capital value of equipment, the need for effective condition monitoring is a key requirement to avoid equipment failure, ensure equipment uptime, and mitigate business risk in an increasingly competitive marketplace.
Partial discharges occur due to degradation in the dielectric insulation surrounding plant components. These defects may occur during its operational lifetime or may be present during the manufacturing process, and can increase in both intensity and frequency, eventually leading to internal arcing which in some cases can lead to loss of the asset.
The need for effective monitoring capabilities across all industries, along with the associated miniaturization of digital electronic devices, has led to the development of low-power wireless sensor network technology. These networks, based upon individual low-power devices, are designed to accumulate and disseminate sensory data from equipment under inspection to monitoring engineers, with the aim of increasing the level of knowledge regarding the state of the equipment. This technology has been used in numerous industrial applications [1] , including substations [2] [3] . This paper presents a low cost, low power sensor system designed to detect PDs within high-voltage plant such as oilfilled transformers and gas-insulated switchgear (GIS). Requirements and specification of the detector are given, followed by a laboratory case study which tests the detector prototype against three SF 6 partial discharge test cells. The results of these tests are presented, and a novel method of visualization and classification is proposed.
One of the key drivers behind the design of the device was that it may be deployed as part of a wireless sensor network within a substation. Such a device would be installed on a piece of plant, and would communicate wirelessly with its peers or a central basestation. On-board processing of data can be carried out at the sensor-level, performing analysis quicker and reducing overall communication overheads. Such networks can also be easily integrated with existing monitoring infrastructure such as multi-agent systems and IEC61850 [4] . Looking forward, wireless sensors within a substation could employ energy harvesting to extract energy from the surrounding electric field, enabling them to selfpower from the substation environment [5] .
Using low-power circuitry for a condition monitoring sensor places fundamental limits on the capabilities of the device. Whereas previous RF techniques have focused on capturing large amounts of high-frequency data using fast oscilloscopes or equivalent and applying some type of data mining method to extract the required information [6] , the approach to PD monitoring presented in this paper differs from traditional methods as it attempts to identify and classify impulsive noise A Frequency-based RF Partial Discharge Detector for Low-power Wireless Sensing events by comparing spectral energies within specific frequency bands. The RF signals emitted by PD defects have previously been shown to contain varying proportions of energy across different frequency bands by defect type [7] [8] , therefore defect classification based upon frequency 'fingerprints' is possible. This method may not be as precise as wideband methods, but it does not require wide-band signal capturing and conditioning hardware which is both resource intensive and expensive and cannot economically be deployed across numerous pieces of plant. By applying the RF monitoring technique using low-cost hardware, it is feasible that low-power PD detectors could be installed network-wide, becoming an integral part of substation condition monitoring as a whole. This research demonstrates that through the application of a low power monitoring technique it is possible to determine the frequency and intensity of PD events, as well as identify multiple defects within high voltage plant. Tracking changes in the plant behavior with respect to PD activity will provide information to monitoring engineers that may be used to estimate plant health and plan maintenance.
BACKGROUND

PARTIAL DISCHARGE MONITORING
Contin et al [9] state that frequency content is lost using conventional peak detection equipment, which may be advantageous in the separation and classification of PD sources. A multi-channel peak detector, which splits each recorded pulse across a number of frequency bands, is capable of capturing spectral energies as well as the total pulse magnitude, which can directly facilitate the separation of signals into homogeneous groups. Previous research into PD monitoring has highlighted the advantages of "separating PD pulses in homogeneous classes; each one relevant to a specific defect", and by separating defects by class, subsequent analysis and identification becomes easier [10] .
RF PD MONITORING
Judd et al [6] [11] have previously discussed that RF techniques allow for 'detection, location, analysis, and monitoring of PD' in both GIS and oil-filled transformers. RF monitoring has been proven as an effective tool in diagnosing faults, and significant ongoing research is being carried out to refine the associated techniques [12] [13] [14] . The current state of the art in RF monitoring equipment consists of a wide-band UHF signal capture and conditioning unit, coupled with a PC to perform analysis and provide a data visualization through a user interface. Figure 1 outlines the architecture of such a system, which is able to differentiate between a number of different PD fault types, and perform accurate fault location using time-of-flight data coupled with previous case data. For specific instances where HV plant is undergoing an unknown fault, the benefits of using a wide band on-line RF monitoring system are significant. A transformer which has been previously fitted with dielectric windows, such as the one seen in Figure 2 , can be fitted with a portable RF monitor which can be left for a number of days or weeks to record PD activity. After this period, the data can be analyzed and conclusions can be drawn on the nature and location of the faults under observation. Such a system has been proven to be effective in a number of different situations [15] [16] .
One drawback of this system is that, despite its portable nature, it requires a large processing capability to be able to effectively capture signals in the UHF band, and because of this, it must be tethered to a mains power source for on-line operation. This presents an issue for large-scale RF monitoring deployments, as it is not viable to install such a system on all high-voltage plant.
CIGRE has recently published a report outlining facilities for CM systems [17] which recommends choosing appropriate levels of monitoring based upon asset value. A low-cost PD detector would allow RF monitoring to be economically viable on low-valued assets, where the RF technique would not otherwise be considered. This system would be complementary to existing monitoring schemes, helping engineers to make informed decisions regarding plant maintenance, such as when to carry out servicing or when to apply wide-band monitoring techniques.
PD FREQUENCY CHARACTERISTICS
The magnitude and frequency characteristics of certain partial discharge defects in SF 6 have been presented in [8] , which states that that the frequency spectra of PD emissions contain defect-specific information which may be used for classification. However, the observed frequency components of PD emissions depend on several factors other than the specific defect type, such as the relationship between PD source and sensor in terms of geometry and distance due to complex propagation effects (In an oil-filled transformer, defect and sensor position will have a more significant effect due to the extra complexity of internal components compared with GIS).
While these factors do affect PD emissions, certain defects exhibit significantly different frequency spectra. For instance, in [8] , free particle defects were found to have a high intensity and high amplitude across the full frequency spectrum, while protrusions were found to have a low amplitude and a higher intensity at low frequencies, with floating electrode defects having a significantly higher intensity than particle and protrusion defects. The frequency spectrum of an individual PD source was also found to not change over time.
Despite the geometric arrangement of PD and sensor having an impact on the observed spectrum, it may be possible to classify a defect with some level of certainty based upon its frequency spectrum. The technique described in this paper demonstrates that this is possible.
WIRELESS SENSOR NETWORKS
Recent developments in miniaturization of digital electronics devices have fuelled the development of wireless sensor networks (WSNs), which are increasingly being used for a wide-range of monitoring applications. To date, this technology has seen limited applications in the field of condition monitoring for power system assets. These networks are made up of a number of individual devices which can 'self organize' to form an ad-hoc network with redundant links. Sensory data is transmitted through the sensor network, and passed back through data aggregation nodes to a wired network where the data is presented to monitoring engineers. These devices offer an integrated computing platform; encapsulating sensing, processing, data storage, communications and power components in a single compact package.
Wireless sensor networks offer significant advantages over wired equivalents. Firstly, wireless sensors will not require costly and potentially hazardous cabling throughout a substation. Secondly, by analyzing monitoring data at the source, bandwidth requirements can be reduced to a manageable level, thus reducing the need for expensive highcapacity communication links between substations and corporate networks.
Impulsive noise, such as the RF signals emitted by PDs, is known to have a degrading effect on wireless data channels. This is a recognized problem for substation applications, and is the subject of ongoing research [18] [19] .
The low-power PD detector was specifically designed to take advantage of wireless sensor technology. By combining wireless sensor networks with the RF monitoring technique, this low-power technology presents a fast-track route to widescale deployment of on-line PD sensors across the entire network, capable of detecting and diagnosing multiple defects, which could allow monitoring engineers to infer the ongoing state of health of plant, leveraging the RF technique where it would otherwise not be practical.
DETECTOR REQUIREMENTS
The functional requirements of the detector are as follows: the detector must be able to sense and record the intensity of PD signals and their relative spectral magnitudes for a set of predefined frequency bands, and; the detector must also be able to differentiate between PD and background RF noise such as mobile phone signals and other impulsive events such as corona discharge.
As the detector is ultimately to be directly attached to plant, it must be relatively small although size constraints are not paramount as the plant under observation will be orders of magnitude larger than the monitoring device.
Another key requirement is the ability for the detector to interface with RF sensors attached to plant enclosures. New GIS installations increasingly include integrated RF sensors, and sensor mounting facilities are undergoing standardization efforts for oil-filled transformers [17] , where they may be mounted to inspection hatches and through oil valves [6] . Figure 2 shows an example of such a sensor, which has been fitted to the top of a transformer tank and interfaces with the inside of the tank through a dielectric window built into the sensor housing. If standard interfaces continue to be provided on both new and retrofitted equipment, low-power detectors could be attached to plant in the future with little or no downtime. 
DETECTOR OVERVIEW
The prototype detector measures 120mm x 80mm x 60mm, and is enclosed in a metal box with an N-type input connector for each channel, as shown in Figure 3 . To allow configurability, the detector was designed to use external band filters that can be reconfigured easily if required. These filters are N-Type Barrel filters which are screwed directly onto the input connectors on the front of the detector. A graphical overview of the device can be seen in Figure 4 .
DETECTOR FREQUENCY BANDS
The detector frequency bands are listed in Table 1 . These values where chosen based upon previous work carried out on frequency-based analysis of PD emissions. Meijer [8] previously used the relative energies of a low-frequency span of 100 MHz to 350 MHz compared to a high-frequency span of 750 MHz to 1100 MHz with which to calculate a classification feature. These bands were used as a basis for the detector, with an additional centre band added to cover the entire spectrum. There is some overlap between the bands, which is due to the availability of compatible filters.
To facilitate detector prototyping, the detector also featured BNC connectors at the output to allow signal measurement, although future iterations of the design will remove output connectors in favor of an internal wireless sensor node, which will only require an antenna to provide output via a wireless network connection.
PHYSICAL DEVICE OVERVIEW
The detector consists of three identical channels, each capable of converting wide-band RF signals to an output pulse which approximates the RF signal envelope. At the input of each channel, a passive inline filter is connected to restrict the input frequency range. At the centre of the circuit is a Schottky diode detector circuit, followed by a 5MHz low-pass filter used to condition the output pulse by removing any trace UHF frequency components. This signal is then amplified from the millivolt range up to the volt range, allowing it to be sampled by an analogue to digital converter such as those found on wireless sensor nodes. The resultant output is three pulse envelopes representing the relative energy within the three frequency bands, which are then sampled and stored for analysis.
While the detector has been designed for low-power operation, it is a prototype device and therefore is not yet fully optimized. The active current at 5V was measured at 16mA. To put this into context: in an ideal case, four 1.5V AA NiMH batteries rated at 1500mAh would power the device constantly for over 93 hours. With a duty cycle of 1%, this would be extended to over 12 months. Higher capacity batteries, circuit optimization, intelligent power management and an alternative power source such as those described in [20] would extend the battery life even further. Looking forward, a combination of all of these techniques must be used if robust, battery-operated wireless sensors are to be deployed into substations.
OUTPUT DATA
The tri-band PD detector captures the peak value of the PD envelope for three discrete frequency bands. These values can then be normalized into a proportional form, which represents the relative spectral energies within the PD signal. The total magnitude of the captured sample is also included as a fourth feature, as the sum of the three channels. The four values are combined into a 4-tuple, which represents the feature vector for a single detector sample (1). The proportional nature of the first three sample features is advantageous for visualization purposes, as each point within a normalized proportional data set of dimension n falls within an n -1 dimension simplex. In this case, the proportional sample values fall within a triangular 2D simplex, which is illustrated by example in Figure 5 . This normalization technique is identical to the process used to generate the gasin-oil ratios used to plot Duval's Triangle [21] . Hence a similar visualization technique, also using a ternary plot, may be used to visualize and aid analysis of the PD data. The fourth result feature, the total magnitude, has not currently been used for analysis but is retained to aid diagnosis in the future, where the absolute value of signal energy will be used to track defect severity over time.
LABORATORY CASE STUDY
The aim of the laboratory study was to determine the effectiveness of the PD detector, and to establish whether it could differentiate between both different defect types and multiple defects at different positions. Testing of the device was carried out within a laboratory environment using an airfilled 1.3 m x 1.3 m x 2.3 m metal enclosure with a number of test cells designed to simulate different defect types. Two of these test cells are shown in Figure 6 .
The test tank was fitted with three monopole RF sensors, plus an additional panel which can accept a number of different RF PD sensor types. To ensure the optimum signal was provided to the detector, an initial test was carried out using a monopole sensor, dipole sensor, spiral sensor and disc coupler sensor. The disc coupler was found to have the highest dynamic range out of all the sensors, and therefore was chosen for use in all subsequent tests.
Three test cells that simulate the following defects were compared: rolling particle in SF6, floating electrode in SF6, and protrusion in SF 6 . These test cells were connected to a 50kV Foster transformer, as shown in Figure 7 , which was energized at up to 15kV to generate PDs within each of the cells. Each cell has an aluminium plate, top and bottom, which are connected to the terminals of the transformer. Joining these terminals is a perspex cylinder which forms an airtight vessel in which the simulated defect is situated. The cells were each filled with SF6, pressurized at 2 bar for all the experiments.
Each of the test cells were used at two positions within the test tank, illustrated in Figure 8 . The position of the transformer and the length of the high-voltage cables were the limiting factors in positioning the test cells. To safely operate the transformer, it was necessary to position it directly beneath the sensor hatch so its controls could be manipulated from outside the test tank. With the transformer position fixed, the available locations for the test cells were immediately in front of the sensor hatch and in the center of the test tank.
As well as being tested in two positions, the floating electrode test cell was oriented in three planes to simulate the RF emission of an individual defect propagating in different directions. This was carried out to see how the defect orientation might affect the recorded frequency spectrum. The defect orientations are shown in Figure 8 .
In future iterations of the detector, gain compression within the UHF preamplifier stage would be used to match the dynamic range of the PD signals with that of the envelope detectors. However, in the experiments reported here, an appropriate level of amplification or attenuation was added manually for this purpose. The 3-channel detector was fed from a single sensor using a pair of N-type T-pieces. Signals were captured on a 4-channel 1 GSs -1 LeCroy oscilloscope, and archived to disk for further analysis. The results of these tests are discussed below. 6 The protrusion in SF 6 test cell, as shown in Figure 6 , contains a vertically protruding needle from one of the conductors. When energized to inception voltage, corona discharge can be visibly observed at the tip of the needle. The results captured by the detector can be seen in Figure 9 , which show that the recorded spectra form a distinctive 'wedge' shape, where the spectra varies in intensity between the lower and middle bands, but have less than a 10% proportion of high-frequency content.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
PROTRUSION IN SF
The results fall into two distinct clusters, corresponding to two positions. The presence of two distinct clusters, purely based upon position, suggests that multiple protrusion defects in SF 6 may be distinguished based upon frequency spectra. It should be noted that the geometry of the test tank is completely different to GIS, so further tests would be required to validate this in practise. 
ROLLING PARTICLE IN SF6
The rolling particle test cell contains aluminium ball rolling on a concave plate at the bottom of the cell. When activated, PDs occur between the base-plate and the ball. Recorded PD emissions for this test cell can be seen in Figure 11 . The results from both positions fall within the same region of the chart, with half the spectral energy falling within the middle 400MHz-750MHz band. The remaining spectral energy varies between the upper and lower bands based upon position. Results from each position are uniform with minor variance, falling in tight clusters.
There is a clear separation between results from each position, with no overlap between results. This infers that the frequency spectrum of the rolling particle defect test cell is uniform, and the measured spectrum varies only with location. As the frequency spectra of fixed defects does not change over time, and free particles in SF 6 may move within the GIS enclosure, an observed change in frequency spectrum in a single observed defect would therefore infer that the defect is a free particle and is actively mobile.
FLOATING ELECTRODE IN SF6
The floating electrode test cell contains a polythene ring which holds a metal electrode approximately 1mm from one of the energized plates. When activated, a PD occurs between the plate and this electrode. The RF emissions from each PD pulse were also by far the largest of all the test cells, requiring a 10 dB attenuator to be added in series with the disc coupler sensor. As the discharges from this test cell were consistent and of a large magnitude, testing with this cell was carried out using multiple orientations as well as positions A and B. The orientations used are defined in Figure 8 .
PDs generated by this test cell were found to form a tight cluster, with their spectra largely consistent even across multiple positions and orientations, as shown in Figure 10 . The defect orientation is shown to have little effect on the recorded RF spectrum, although the test tank is mostly free space, so propagation direction may have less of an effect than in actual plant where solid materials would be present. The plot shows that floating electrode defects have a higher proportion of spectral energy in the >700 MHz band, differentiating them from the floating particle and protrusion defects.
RESULT ANALYSIS
The results discussed above demonstrate that a ternary plot can be used to assist the interpretation of frequency spectra of different PD defects, where 3 frequency bands are used. Figure 12 shows all of the experimental results on a single chart. Both the protrusion in SF 6 and rolling particle in SF 6 results form two distinct clusters for the different positions. As the defect position was the only variable altered between these results, it is clear that the tank geometry has an effect on defect frequency spectrum. Several assertions can be made based from the results, as follows.
For a piece of plant, if multiple defects are present in separate locations they will fall into separate clusters based upon the geometric relationship between the defect source and sensor, even if the defects are of the same type. This can be used as an advantage, as observing multiple clusters therefore signifies the presence of multiple defects.
However, this was not the case for the floating electrode defect, where the recorded frequency spectra fell into 6 tightly coupled clusters. Floating electrodes typically emit relatively high signals compared to other defects, so combining the signal magnitude as an additional feature may allow for more accurate analysis in this case.
The floating electrode and rolling particle defects have a similar frequency fingerprint, although the results given in this paper are still linearly separable. In practise, it may not be possible to distinguish these defect types based upon frequency alone, although it is clear from the results that the protrusion defect has a unique frequency fingerprint which can be easily classified using this technique. Further investigation into known defects is therefore recommended as only three defect types were investigated here, and it may be possible to classify additional defect types using this approach.
Known sources of RF noise can also be taken into account on the ternary plot. Within the UK, terrestrial television is broadcast between 470 MHz and 850 MHz. This is also true for mobile telephones and wireless data standards such as WiFi and Zigbee, which operate between 900 MHz and 2700 MHz. Such modulated signals are centred on a single carrier frequency, and therefore if detected by the PD detector, should appear at a single point on the ternary chart. In the case of terrestrial TV signals, these will appear in the lower right hand corner, and all other signals discussed will appear in the top corner.
The measurement technique presented in this paper cannot immediately be used as a universal classifier but is nevertheless a powerful diagnostic tool. The overall technique does extract defect-specific information from PD emissions, and is both adaptable and scalable. To improve the accuracy of this method, a larger set of wide-band RF measurements from PD test cells and on-line plant could be analyzed to expand knowledge pertaining to PD emission frequency spectra. Further case studies with a larger set of archived wide-band data would allow a more complete model to be created, which in turn may allow automatic defect classification to be achieved in the future.
CONCLUSION
This paper has presented a novel approach to RF PD monitoring using a low-powered detector which employs a frequency-based technique. The detector is capable determining the presence of multiple defects, as well as rudimentary defect classification. Ternary plots have been used for the presentation and analysis of the PD data, allowing defects to be linearly separated. In the future, frequency features of a PD emission may be combined with the PD magnitude measurement to track defect severity over time.
The next stage of this research will involve the integration of the PD detector with a wireless sensor network and multiagent based monitoring system. A wireless sensor node will be integrated with the detector, creating a monitoring device capable of real-time data capture and analysis. The system will be able to analyze and log defects as they are recorded, and report back pertinent information to engineers when required. This system will then be deployed within a substation for online field trials. Future work will also see the detector integrated with an energy scavenging system, allowing the device to be self-powered from the substation environment.
